Week’s Planner Info:
1. Read 30 minutes every
night.
2. Practice math 20 minutes each
night.
3. IXL.com – Practice the concept we
worked on today in math.
4. Moby Max.com – Work at
Reading Skills, Literature,
Informational Reading, Vocabulary, or
Language.
5. Do any missing assignment or re-do low scores.
6. Practice for Friday’s tests: Spelling City for vocabulary &
spelling practice.
7. Work on 400 Pages Reading book reports.
8. Work on Weekly Comprehension Test
9. Work on Math Olympiads Practice Tests
10. Finish your Focus Board.
11. Work on Social Studies/Science projects.
12. Create something for our Vocabulary Cartoon Word Wall
using this week’s vocabulary.
13. Put your total reading minutes for the week into your
planner. Circle the total minutes that you read this last week.
14. Be sure your parent
signs your planner
every Monday night.
15. Return your signed
planner every
Tuesday morning.
16.

Write your levels into your planner:
Language Placement:
Math Placement:
Vocabulary Placement:
Reading Placement:
Informational Reading Placement:

Mark your LEARN
Calendar. Be sure to
staple your Golden Sneaker
paper and write your
points on the front of the
LEARN Calendar. Parent
signature is required.

400 pages of reading per term are required. The
report must be at least 1 page and have your
parent’s signature.
Check the grade book every day!
Hang on to your Missing Work Report. You have
to show that in order to go to recess!
Do thirty minutes reading every night!
Do twenty minutes of math every night!
If you are an officer this week, thanks
for doing your job before you leave each
day.

Presidential Award goes to
students who have A’s and B’s
throughout 4th - 6th .
Academic end of year award
goes to those with A’s and B’s
through the year. Fix your low
scores. Stay up on your work.
Hope of America goes to

great citizens and good students who serve and
have amazing attitudes. They also work hard and
stay up on their work. They are organized. If you
are interested in going for the “Hope of America”
trophy and award, keep track of the service you
give. You have to turn in a list in April.
Learn File: Help us remember to do this every
day after we read our novel and before we have TTime.
Thunderbird Award is a NEW prestigious award
where you will receive school recognition.
Remember the dress code and to be kind to
everyone. Be appropriate!
Bring NO I pods or MP3 players to school! Keep
your phones in your backpacks. They must not be
out at any time during school. Don’t lose your
electronics! You won’t get them back until the last
day of school.

